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[ween k\ers t1 such an e,'klll as to 111ak~ It nnpossibk
to ret r ..." a si~nal le\ l r gOy e lUll/,: a route until th"
indication has been recei\'ed. Trerefore, IC was be
licn'd that lI1dlcation magnets were unnecessan in
so-far as tl e performance of tl'e ?lan' \\,a, concerned
because all of the other electrical features 'la\'e been
1 et ined \\ hen the ,wi c· 11aclllne COlT II tt sit"
[I'ro\\, the dynamic indicatmg curren' ope,,, e< "n n'
e ica i, n selector and the signal control a e '0 lTdnget:
d a iJ. ,ignJ.I will not clear III Ie,s a], at the. W,tLlll:S
P'H. eturned a d\'namic ndi-:atloll and have " erat '
'hell' n:spective i~dicatiol 'dLc tor acc rdingl\ \11
) thb " accomJlhsh,~d, I ( \\\'H', \\ thout an, Id \ 1"

rek'r'lI1g tho mechanical lccklllg net\\ee I IL 'e;'" \\!t'c'.s u,"'! 111 artier to enforc~ " prede Llm'n d sequ nc
In dddition to the nthl'f ltatures, I n<:'\\ t}fk

c ,lor-liglit dwarf signa], was .leYlI Jed e,peuall) fl'
tIll' Cle\eland Terminal, h, pLci;t1 rL'quI 'ell n' I)"n,.;
to pro\'ille a fourth indicatiun to be us"d whel deSir
ing to close up two trains on one track, the special
aspect b<:in~ red over yello\\. which indicates to the
eng-ineman "pmceed at slow speed prcpared to ,top
short of another train which is occupying this track"
ThiS fourth indication is of particular assistance when
making switching movements,

The.'" unique devdopTllen 5 mark a fl.Jl'\I·ard step in
the l volution of interlocking aIHI signal;ng practice
The l'levdanrl plant is, there I-Oj'(, one that l11a~ be ac
conkel all unusual place in the record 0 pro>: '<:5' 111
he (1('lll

Directional Control and
Approach Lighting

M UCH interest has been shown in the "What's the
Answer" discussion of the question regarding the

advisability of permitting opposite-direction signals to
clear after a train passes. Some roads have given this
question serious· consideration, and plausible arguments
have been offered both for and against the idea. Those
roads whose A.P.B. circuits preclude opposite-direction
signals from clearing as soon as a train clears the in
sulated joints at the signal location, take the stand that
there should be no "loopholes" which, under even the
most improbable circumstances, can permit a hazardous
condition to exist, and cite two possibilities to support
their practice.

The first is that condition wherein a westbound train
enters a block, passes the opposing distant-to-entering
signal, then stops and reverses its direction out the block.
Under these circumstances, if a following westbound
train were approaching the headblock signal. it would
be possible for the two trains to accept caution signals
simultaneously and meet head-on, While this set-up is
obviously an improbable one and is quite effectively cov
ered by operating rules which compel a train to reverse
its direction out of a block only under flag protection,
nevertheless the idea of permitting false caution signals
to be displayed is at variance with the fundamental pre
cepts of signaling,

The second and more serious hazardous condition is
emphasized by Mr. Bell, (see page 263, July issue),
wherein a westbound train might pass entirely through
a clear block and the directional relay at the first in
termediate westward signal fail to release. An east
bound train would then be compelled to flag throug-h
the block to the distant-to-entering signal. which might
then display a caution signal simultaneously with a cau
tion indication on the opP'()sing adjacent head-blOCk sig-

nal, thus permitting the two trains 10 pass theil' re
spective signals simultaneously and meet head-on run
ning at caution speed, each having reason to suppose
that the track is clear at least as far as the next signal.

These are the principal objections that have been of
fered to the affirmative practice, Adherents of this
practice claim, however, that the operating rules effec
tively cover the reverse movement of a train out of a
block, but they do not reckon with the second and more
hazardous condition stated, It would be interesting to
know the attitude of trainmen toward the clearing of
these signals. Do they make use of the information
given by such a signal? It is not inconceivable that
under certain conditions it would be highly desirable that
the indication of these signals should depend only upon
conditions in advance of them.

However, even where these signals are permitted to
clear, there is an inconsistency in that. even there, single
intermediate signals do not clear behind trains, since
their control is nearly always selected through a back
contact of the adjacent opposing stick relay, in accord
ance with almost universal practice.

If uniformity is desired, the logical choice is to pre
clude all such signals from clearing behind a train,
which objective is easily effected at double locations by
simply selecting the signal control through a back con
tact of the directional relay for the signal on the op
posite side of the track, at single locations as stated
above.

If uni formity is not considered a cardinal virtue, and
the benefits of the affirmative practice are desired, this
circuit selection can be dispensed with and the two
hazardous conditions mentioned can be elminated by
slotting all the headblock signals through one track cir
cuit in the rear of the adjacent distant-to-entering sig
nal. This would retard following moves somewhat,
which might or might not be objectionable.

There is still another aspect that apparently has not
been considered: If we do not permit these signals to
cleal:, why not make our lighting effective only for ap
proaching, and not for leaving, trains, and thus effect a
saving in lamps and batteries, which should be most
appreciable in primary-battery territory. This could be
accomplished at no extra cost by utilizing, for the di
rectional-lighting effect, the stick-relay contact that
would ordinarily be used to prevent these signals from
clearing, The attitude of operating and signal officers
toward this phase of the question would determine the
advisability of this practice.

Flexibility in the Control of
Highway Crossing Signals
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